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Abstract—As the emergence of the Internet of Things (IoT)
and the growing number of IoT devices, a stable connection
service has become one of the key factors concerning the Quality
of Service (QoS) provision. How to anticipate the peak traffic
volume is essential. If the resource allocation is under provisioned,
the service becomes susceptible to failure or security breach.
Unfortunately, peak volumes are not captured in the systematic
components of data and as a result conventional trend prediction
methods have proven insufficient. We propose a framework that
implements neural networks with filtering and a cost-adaptive
loss function to improve the ability to predict peak volumes.
Implementing this method on a real Domain Name Server
(DNS) traffic data, we observe not only the improvement in the
prediction performance but also a shorter lag time to predict
peak values, which demonstrates our proposed method.
Index Terms—Quality of Service, network traffic, peak volume
prediction, cost-adaptive neural networks

Fig. 1: An Example of DOS attack against a DNS1 .

The Internet of Things (IoT) is grounded on a connection
of billions of devices on the Internet. As the growing number
of IoT devices, maintaining a stable connection service has
become a challenging task to improve the usage experience
of IoT applications. To meet the demands, anticipating peak
volume of requests is crucial.
For instance, Domain Name Server (DNS) plays an important role in the connection service, which translates domain
names (e.g., google.com) entered by devices to IP addresses
for connection. If a DNS is under provisioned, it becomes
susceptible to failure or security breach. In fact, DNS query
flooding or overloading the DNS server, is a common DNS
Denial of Service (DDoS) attack strategy as it can render a
network services unresponsive and prevent accessing network
resources. As shown in Fig. 1, by deploying a large number of
Bad Bots, an entity can overload the DNS Servers and render
the entire DNS service incapacitated. DNS servers can also
become overloaded by a sudden unexpected rise in benign
network traffic [1]–[3]. Therefore, it is important to anticipate
the peak volume in different aspects (e.g., DNS and DHCP) to
provide a stable connection service in terms of QoS for IoT.
Unfortunately, peak values are not captured in the systematic components of data and as a result conventional trend
prediction methods have proven insufficient to generate strong
predictions as follows. Simple linear models such as Auto
Regressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) have been
widely used for general time-series forecasting problems [4]–
[7]. Besides, exponential smoothing is a technique that can

be used for time-series prediction [8]. However, these works
do not address the nontrivial task of peak prediction. Linear
models such as ARIMA and exponential smoothing have been
shown to lack the ability to effectively capture peak values
in data. This is because linear models fail to represent the
stochastic and nonlinear nature of a traffic flow [9].
In contrast, neural networks are well known for capturing
the non-linearity of data, and various non-linear models have
been applied for network traffic prediction such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN), Long Short Term Memory
Networks (LSTM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), Gated
Recurrent Units (GRU) and variants of these models [9]–
[11]. However, none of these works address peak prediction.
Recently Yu et al. [12], [13] proposed a filter, named EMM, in
conjunction with a non-linear model that has shown promising
results in peak prediction. EMM filter is also adopted in our
work to better prepare the data for peak prediction.
Specifically, we propose a general peak prediction framework. We first prepare the data through the EMM filter [12],
[13] to specifically extract peak values within a time window
and a local normalization to capture the peak information
comparing the most recent volume. More importantly, we propose a cost-adaptive loss function that applies a higher penalty
to under-prediction than over-prediction. This is because the
effects of under-prediction of traffic volume are more severe
than over-prediction, as shortages can result in system failure
and security risk. In the application to a real DNS traffic data,
we observe an improvement in ability to predict peak volumes,
and a shorter lag time for peak predictions. Both of these
are essential to maintaining a well provisioned service, which
demonstrates our proposed peak prediction framework.
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1 https://www.slideshare.net/AmazonWebServices/
dns-ddos-mitigation-using-amazon-route-53-and-aws-shield

I. I NTRODUCTION

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II gives
an overview of related work. Then, we present our proposed
framework in Section III. Section IV reports the results of an
empirical study over a real DNS traffic data. Finally, Section V
concludes this work and discusses the future work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Various time-series forecasting models have been proposed
for trend prediction on network traffic, with only a couple
focusing on peak value prediction. These models can be
classified into two main categories, that is, linear models and
non-linear models.
A. Linear Models
There have been many successful applications of ARIMA
models to network traffic modeling and predictions [4]–[6].
While these works address time-series forecasting for network
traffic data, they lack the capability of peak volume prediction
that is a non-trivial task. Peak values are not captured in the
systematic components of a dataset and as a result conventional trend prediction methods, such as ARIMA, are insufficient to generate strong predictions on peak values [9]. Some
traditional time-series forecasting models such as ARIMA
have been applied to peak prediction [14], [15] in some real
tasks. However, peak prediction over network traffic data has
not been addressed before.
Common filtering approaches such as exponential smoothing [8] suffer from the same caliber of performance as ARIMA
models on generating peak prediction due to a similar reliance
on the systematic components of data. Recently, Yu et al. [12],
[13] proposed an EMM filter which shows promising results
when predicting peak values on network data. We adopt this
filter to better prepare the data for peak prediction.
B. Non-linear Models
To combat the poor performance of linear models on nonlinear data, non-linear models were proposed. Neural networks
are well known for capturing the non-linearity of data [16].
Cicek et al. [17] compared the results of an Artificial Neural
Network (ANN) and Seasonal ARIMA (SARIMA) models for
predicting network traffic and found that their performance
are similar. Thereafter, Mozo et al. [10] adopted CNN to
forecast short-term changes in the amount of traffic crossing
a data center network. They found that CNN model greatly
outperforms standard ARIMA models due to the ability of
CNNs to exploit the non-linear regularities of network traffic.
Accouni et al. [11] proposed a LSTM model to predict
network traffic since LSTMs are well known to capture the
temporal dependencies between features more accurately than
traditional ANNs. They found that the LSTM model vastly
outperforms traditional linear methods and feed forward neural
networks, such as CNNs and ANNs. Hua et al. [18] also
implemented a LSTM model to predict traffic data. Fu et
al. [9] compared the results of LSTM, GRU and ARIMA
models to predict short-term traffic flow, and their experiments
demonstrate that Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) based deep

learning methods such as LSTM and GRU perform better than
ARIMA models. Authors of [19] found that various RNN
models such as LSTM and GRU achieve similar performance.
Unfortunately none of the aforementioned models focus on
peak value prediction. As such, the present literature is insufficient to accurately predict peaks in network traffic so as to
support the stable connection service for IoT.
III. T HE P ROPOSED M ETHOD
Assume a time-series of the form · · · , tn−1 , tn , tn+1 , · · ·
where tn is the present time in the series, we define
a network traffic volume sequence in this time-series as
· · · , vn−1 , vn , vn+1 , · · · . Then, our traffic prediction problem
can be defined as
vn+1 = P (vn , vn−1 , ..., vn−k+1 )

(1)

where P is the prediction function to estimate, and k is the step
size or the number of history instances used for prediction.
Our peak volume prediction framework consists of two main
stages. The first stage is the data preparation with the EMM
filter [12], [13] and a local normalization. Then, the second
stage is to train a cost-adaptive time-series forecasting model.
A. Data Preparation
To better capture the peak values in history, we apply the EMM filter [12], [13] to the raw traffic data
· · · , vn−1 , vn , vn+1 , · · · , which results in the filtered sequence
0
0
, · · · , where
· · · , vn−1
, vn0 , vn+1
 i
(2)
vn0 = max β ω vn−i
0≤i≤n

β ∈ [0, 1] is the weight or inheritance coefficient, and ω is the
filter kernel size or filter window size. Concretely, the filter is
used to focus on the peak values in a given window utilizing
a maximum aggregator that applies a magnitude decaying
exponentially with time. This effectively keeps all peak values
and filters random noise as shown in Fig. 2, where the filter
window size is set to 3.
Moreover, traffic volume at different times are often of
greatly different scales, and thus normalization is applied.
While global normalization is commonly applied for general
time-series prediction [5], [11], [18], [20], we apply local
normalization to capture peak information comparing the
most recent traffic volume. Local normalization results in the
sequence · · · , wn−1 , wn , wn+1 , · · · , where
wn =

0
vn0 − vn−1
0
vn−1
+

(3)

and  is a small constant.
B. Weighted Signed Error (WSE) Loss Function
Mean Squared Error (MSE) [21] is a commonly used loss
function in the last fully connected layer of neural networks.
For example, the LSTM model in Fig. 3 has an input layer,
one LSTM layer, and an output layer in which MSE is aimed
to be minimized.
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Fig. 2: Raw data vs. EMM filtered data on DNS traffic data. The EMM filter window size is set to 3.

IV. E XPERIMENTS

Fig. 3: An example of LSTM model

Under provisioned resources can lead to disastrous consequences for network servers like network failure or a risk
of security vulnerability. In another word, under-prediction of
traffic volume is more serious than over-prediction. However,
MSE treats the empirical errors of under and over prediction
equivalently as
N
1 X p
M SE =
(w − wi )2
N i=1 i

TABLE I: A Summary of the DNS Traffic Data
(4)

where wi is the observed volume, wip is the predicted volume,
and N is the total number of predicted volumes.
To penalize under-prediction more heavily than overprediction, we propose a weighted loss function that is costadaptive. Specifically, we propose a Weighted Signed Error
(WSE) as
W SE =

N
1 X 1+sign(wip −wi ) p
2
α
(wi − wi )2
N i=1

To demonstrate our proposed framework for peak volume
prediction, we apply it to a real DNS traffic data. The
data contains a univariate time-series of the daily aggregated
volume of unresolved queries on a real DNS over about three
years (i.e., from Sep. 24th, 2015 to July 30th, 2018), where
missing values were filled with interpolation. Therefore, this
DNS traffic data contains 1,040 instances, where each instance
is a daily volume of unresolved queries over the real DNS
server. The whole time-series is shown as “Raw Data” with
green real line in Fig. 2.
The main statistics of the DNS traffic data are summarized
in Table I. Specifically, the number of daily queries varies a
lot over the time. For example, the minimum volume over
the three years is only 46, while the maximum reaches up to
around 300 millions. Therefore, allocating a fixed amount of
resource all the time for this DNS server is not realistic. For
example, if we give the capacity of 300 millions to this server
all the time, we waste a lot of resources in many days that
can be used by other high demanding servers. Therefore, it is
crucial to accurately predict the volumes including the peak
values.

Domain Type
Unresolved

Mean
100,498,447

Min
46

Max
294,870,823

A. Evaluation Metric
Metrics of interest are root mean squared error (RMSE) and
root weighted signed error (RWSE) defined as follows.
√
(6)
RM SE = M SE

(5)

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a weight coefficient and sign(wip −wi ) = 1
if wip ≥ wi , -1 otherwise. Apparently, if α is set to 1, WSE
is equivalent to MSE. Moreover, WSE penalizes the underprediction more heavily than over-prediction. For example,
when α = 0.1, the weight for under-prediction is 1 while
that for over-prediction is 0.1.

Median
94,268,425

√
RW SE =

W SE

(7)

RMSE is a standard evaluation metric used for time-series
forecasting. However, RMSE is not designed for the prediction
of peak values, as it assigns equal weight to over and under
prediction. Thus, we propose a novel metric RWSE according
to our novel loss function WSE to evaluate how the models
perform on peak volume predictions.

B. Setup
We embed our cost-adaptive loss function WSE into several effective neural networks for time-series forecasting as
follows.
1) ANN [22]: The ANN model constructed consists of an
input layer, one hidden layer, and an output layer with a
linear activation function.
2) LSTM [23]: The LSTM model is constructed by an input
layer, one LSTM layer, and an output layer with a tanh
activation function as in Fig. 3.
3) GRU [24]: GRU is a type of recurrent neural network as
LSTM. However, GRU models are less complex due to a
reduction in inputs [9]. The constructed GRU model has
an input layer, one GRU layer, and an output layer with
a tanh activation function.
4) MCCNN [25]: MCCNN is multi-channel CNN. We construct a model consisting of one input layer that feeds into
three separate channels. Each of these channels varies
in their filter size, 3, 5, and 7, respectively. Then, the
network is followed by a convolutional layer, a max
pooling layer and a flattening layer. The patterns learned
by each of the three channels are merged together in a
concatenate layer followed by a fully connected layer and
an output layer with a linear activation function.
We tune the parameters and evaluate the models using 5fold cross validation. Specifically, with a set step size k, we
can use the time series to produce N − k instances. Then, we
split all these instances into 5 almost equal-sized folds, where
each fold can be used to test and the rest four are used for
training. The average performance of these 5 trials with the
standard deviation are reported and compared.
For the EMM filter, we tune the window size ω from
{3, 5, 7} to capture the weekly seasonality, where 3 days is
half of a week, 5 days is a complete work week, and 7
days is a full week. We find that ω = 3 achieves the best
performance. We also tune our inheritance exponent β with
values {0.1, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9} and find the best performance with
β = 0.5.
For the local normalization, we set the constant  = 0
since the minimum volume is not zero as shown in Table I.
Considering that LSTM and GRU models are using the tanh
activation function, we re-scale the time-series into the range
of [−1, 1] specifically for these two models.
Finally, we tune the step size k from the values {3, 5, 7}
to similarly consider the weekly seasonality. We find that
k = 7 results in the best performance. We also tune the weight
coefficient α of our loss function from {0.1, 0.2, 0.5} and find
the best performance with α = 0.2. This means setting the
weight of under-prediction 20x higher than over-prediction
provides the best performance.
C. Performance Comparison
To demonstrate the helpfulness of each component in our
framework, that is, EMM filter, local normalization, and the
proposed loss function WSE. We compare the performance of
the following methods.

TABLE II: Performance Comparison on DNS Traffic Data
(The best performance is in bold where statistical significance
test with 95% confidence is used).
Model

RWSE
Linear Models
ARIMA G
0.275±0.141
ARIMA L
0.170±0.063
LR G
0.236±0.114
LR L
0.169±0.063
EMM LR G
0.228±0.114
EMM LR L
0.165±0.060
RNN Models
LSTM G WSE
0.622±0.149
LSTM G MSE
0.382±0.087
LSTM L WSE
27.024±11.168
LSTM L MSE
23.141±9.204
EMM LSTM G WSE
0.639±0.150
EMM LSTM G MSE
0.394±0.088
EMM LSTM L WSE
0.171±0.060
EMM LSTM L MSE
0.159±0.062
GRU G WSE
0.618±0.148
GRU G MSE
0.380±0.085
GRU L WSE
25.886±11.386
GRU L MSE
22.723±9.429
EMM GRU G WSE
0.636±0.149
EMM GRU G MSE
0.391±0.086
EMM GRU L WSE
0.172±0.060
EMM GRU L MSE
0.160±0.060
ANN and CNN Models
ANN G WSE
0.181±0.058
ANN G MSE
0.173±0.067
ANN L WSE
0.167±0.062
ANN L MSE
0.169±0.063
EMM ANN G WSE
0.180±0.058
EMM ANN G MSE
0.166±0.067
EMM ANN L WSE
0.153±0.059
EMM ANN L MSE
0.159±0.061
MCCNN G WSE
0.202±0.122
MCCNN G MSE
0.188±0.095
MCCNN L WSE
0.169±0.064
MCCNN L MSE
0.170±0.064
EMM MCCNN G WSE
0.199±0.127
EMM MCCNN G MSE
0.183±0.096
EMM MCCNN L WSE
0.157±0.061
EMM MCCNN L MSE
0.163±0.063

RMSE
0.502±0.338
0.222±0.080
0.407±0.273
0.221±0.081
0.422±0.284
0.239±0.089
1.384±0.329
0.841±0.187
60.428±24.971
51.745±20.581
1.427±0.333
0.873±0.190
0.329±0.114
0.240±0.092
1.376±0.326
0.835±0.182
57.883±25.459
50.810±21.083
1.419±0.330
0.867±0.186
0.334±0.115
0.240±0.090
0.333±0.093
0.250±0.114
0.222±0.081
0.220±0.080
0.352±0.102
0.264±0.125
0.246±0.092
0.231±0.089
0.339±0.298
0.303±0.228
0.222±0.082
0.221±0.081
0.356±0.307
0.317±0.232
0.251±0.095
0.236±0.092

1) ARIMA [26] with two different normalization methods,
global (ARIMA G) and local (ARIMA L), respectively.
The best parameters are used. Specifically, the data is differenced once for ARIMA in order to achieve stationarity.
2) Linear Regression (LR) [27] with or without EMM filter followed by different normalization methods, which
includes LR G, LR L, EMM LR G, and EMM LR L.
3) Neural networks with or without EMM filter
followed by different normalization methods (i.e.,
G and L) and different loss functions (i.e., MSE
and WSE), which are in the format of <FILTER> <MODEL> <NORMALIZATION> <LOSS>.
For example, an ANN model that applies EMM filtering
followed by local normalization with our custom loss
function WSE is represented as EMM ANN L WSE.
Table II summarizes the empirical results of different methods under the two interested evaluation metrics, i.e., RWSE

and RMSE. The best performance for each evaluation metric
is in bold (significance test with 95% confidence applied).
From the results, we can observe that RNN models are
outliers in terms of performance. Potential factors can be that
RNN models cannot capture the DNS traffic pattern well or
the data size is not sufficient for RNN models to train strong
enough models. Based on the results of linear models and
other neural networks, we can have a few major observations.
1) Local normalization improves both RMSE and RWSE:
Local normalization improves general prediction (RMSE) and
peak prediction (RWSE) for all models. This demonstrates
that local normalization is able to capture the DNS traffic
pattern much better than global normalization, which can also
be observed in Fig. 4. Specifically, to compare the performance
between local and global normalization, we fix the model as
EMM ANN WSE and randomly choose one of the five folds
as test to show the difference between the observed volumes
(i.e., green dashed line) and the predicted volumes (i.e., blue
solid line). It shows that local normalization is a tighter fit to
each data point. Global normalization is based on the mean
and standard deviation of the whole time-series, and thus it is
less accurate for each individual instance in the series since
there is such a large range present in the data.
2) EMM filter improves RWSE but worsens RMSE: It can
be observed that EMM filter significantly improves RWSE for
all models, but worsens RMSE. RWSE is smaller when the
model generates over-predictions even if the over-prediction is
further from the predicted value, which results in an increase
to the RMSE. Therefore, EMM filter is only useful for peak
predictions where under-prediction is much more serious than
over-prediction.
3) WSE with local normalization improves RWSE: WSE
improves peak prediction performance on local normalized
data for ANN and MCCNN, regardless if EMM filter is
applied. The positive effects of the WSE coupled with local
normalization can be observed in the example of Fig. 5.
Similarly, we fix the model as EMM ANN L and compare the
performance of using different loss functions, MSE and WSE,
respectively. The areas within the red rectangles show that
MSE has the problem of under-prediction due to the delayed
the prediction, while WSE helps anticipate a peak value with
less delay and has no under-prediction at all. This is significant
to our application, where we would like to anticipate peak
values with as little delay as possible. This demonstrates that
our proposed loss function is better able to anticipate peak
values than the standard MSE loss function.
4) ANN with best RMSE and RWSE performance: The
ANN model achieves the best performance for both general
DNS traffic forecasting and peak volume prediction as shown
in Table II. It further demonstrates our proposed framework
combined with ANN. However, we have the doubt if this is
because of the size limit of the DNS data similar to the doubt
on the performance of RNN models, which will be our future
work.

V. C ONCLUSION
Aiming to provide a stable connection service for IoT that
consists of billions of devices, we propose a new framework
for peak volume prediction for network servers. We show that
an EMM filter with a cost-adaptive loss function deployed in
certain neural networks can help improve the peak volume
prediction over a real DNS traffic data.
Compared to DNS data, the Dynamic Host Configuration
Protocol (DHCP) or the Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)
are also important connection infrastructures for IoT. We will
explore the proposed framework on these specific applications
in the future.
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